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minimal ditTerencrs, for harmonics. as Porphyry says, hinges on the exami
nation of differences.:, 

Although Gaffurio cites the favorable attitude of Ptolemy toward the ses
quiquartal third, he is obviously not swayed from his loyalty to the Boc
thian-Pythagorean heritage. and his final appeal is to a defender of the 
rationalist position, Porphyry. 

Giovanni Spataro 

The defense of Ramos' position was assumed by his pupil, Spataro, choir
master at San Petronio in Bologna. He was at a considerable disadvantage, 
for he could not read Latin and had to use an Augustinian friar to translate 
for him. This also meant that most of the humanist literature was unavailable 
to him. Spataro nevertheless boldly pointed out errors in Gaffurio's reading 
of Boethius and other authors. On the point made in the above quotation, 
Spataro pleads that Ramos should not be blamed for dt.-scribing the tuning 
that singers actually use, namely a ditone of 5:4 proportion and not the 
theoretical one of 81:64. The difference between them, 81:80, is not, as 
Gaffurio claims, inaudible. Ramos considered it significant and distinctly 
audible.22 

Spataro insinuates that GatTurio admitted the defeat of his own and Py
thagoras' theories when he acknowledged that musicians tempered certain 
intervals by ear, purposely altering consonances from their rational pro
portions. This participatio, as it was called, Spataro argues, means that all 
intervals besides the octave deviate from the Pythagorean proportions; in 
other words, the Pythagorean doctrine is unsuited to musical practice, "for 
if the Pythagorean arrangement followed by you needs the aid of height
ening and lowering, such an arrangement in the sole Pythagorean genus 
cannot suit musical practice. Through this adjustment of the Pythagorean 
diatonic genus, one passes from this genus to that called by Ptolemy intense 
diatonic. I say that you tacite conclude that the Pythagorean doctrine, as far 
as practice is concerned, is altogether useless, deceptive, and futile. "23 

21. Caffurio, Dt h<1rmoni11, II, 34, fol. 52v. All of rhis quotation datc:s from 1500 except the: 
last scntmcc, which was added bc:forc publication in 1518. The subsequent three chap1c:rs 
similarly rejccc the 6:5, 5:3, and 8:5 mios for rhc remaining impcrfccc consonances. 

22. Spataro, Enori, Error 22, fol. 21v.
23. Ibid., Error 26, fols. 22v-23r: "pcrchc sc: la pythagorica instirutionc: (da tc: scguitata) ha

bisogno de aiuto per intcnsionc: ct rc:missionc/ talc institutionc non po1ra conucnirc per sc: al 
Musico cxcrcitio: in lo solo diatonico gcncrc pythagorico: Ile perchc (per talc adiuuamcnto) 
dcl gcncrc diatonico pythagorico, sc: passa in quc:llo gcnc:rc chiamato da Ptolomco intcntum 
diaronicum genus. Dico chc da tc: (1aci1c) c concluso/ chc: la py1hagorica doctrina (in quanto 
a la c:xc:rcitationc) c:ssc:rc omnino inutile: frustaroria: Ile uana." 
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Spataro's case was built entirely on his observation of practice. He was 
sure that the syntonic diatonic tuning of Ptolemy, "which divides the te
trachord by the ratios 16: 15 at the bottom. then 9:8 and 10:9-a monochord 
produced by Ptolemy-is that practiced in active music today."!� Spataro's 
knowledge of Ptolemy evidently came from Gaffurio and Bocthius, for like 
them he made the mistake of attributing a Hypermixolydian octave species 
to Ptolcmy . .?5 

Lodovico Fogliano 

It was not until Lodovico Fogliano's treatise ,\,111sica tlieorica (1529) that the 
imperfect consonances in just tuning received a logically developed defense. 
Fogliano was exceptionally well qualified to deal with qut.-stions of Greek 
music theory. He had experience as a singer and composer, and he knew 
Greek well enough to contemplate the translation of the works of Aristotle 
into Italian. Pietro Arctino wrote to him: "If you start to render in our 
vernacular the Greek of Aristotle, you will be the cause of making bigger 
than men those people who, not understanding the language of others, 
cannot derive benefit from a gift of nature. Surely you alone arc qualified 
to clarify the obscure with your plain speech, sweetly opening the senses, 
confused in the clouds of the material. Therefore get on with your honored 
translation, providing for the enrichment of ambitious intellects . .

,
!,, 

All that is left of Fogliano's work on Greek authors is a collection of 
extracts, definitions, and compendia, arranged by subject, in a manuscript 
headed "Flosculi ex philosophia Aristo. et Auerroijs A ludouico foliano 
mutinensi exccrpti ct in hunc vtilissimum ordincm redacti. ";?7 

Zarlino had a high opinion of Fogliano's work and in response to an 
inquiry from Gian Vincenzo Pinelli, Giuseppe Molcto prompted Zarlino 
to report what he knew of him. "I spoke to S. Zerlino on the subject of 
Foliano. He says that he was neither priest, friar, nor monk, and he never 
practiced music in public, but that he lived in Venice for a very long time. 
He was Modenese. He says that for someone who went slowly into musical 

24. Ibid .• Error 16, fol. :?Iv: "qualc: diuidc cl tctrachordo/ per sc:m11onio snquinradc:cimo 
in grauc: Ile pc:r tono sc:squioc1auo/ Ile tono scsquinono: Ile pc:rchc: talc: monochordo (da Ptolomc:o 
producto) c: qucllo/ chc: in la actiua Musica oggi sc: cxcrciu." 

25. Ibid .• Errori 25-26, fols. 36r-37r. 
26. Pietro Arctino to Lodovico Fogliano, 30 November 1537, quo1cd by Girolamo Tira

boschi, Bibliottco modtntst (Modena, 1781-86), II, 307. 
27. Paris, Bibliorhequc Nationalc, MS lat. 6757. fols. 1-74v. Ar folio 74v we read: "Ex

pliciunt ftosculi doctrina aristo. c:t auc:rroijs. lncipium quac:dam fragmcnta diucrsarum matc:r
iarum." The: manuscrip1 ends on fol. 88. lncludc:d in rhc "Flosculi" is material on harmonics, 
music in education, and the moral c:ITccls of music. drawn from Aristodc:'s Dt c1nim11, Politics, 
and Averroes' commcn1arics on the Mtt<1physics, Ethics, Posttrior .i11olytics, and Dt 11nim11. 
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of the ear is concerned . .1s The seven consonances, then, are semiditone, 
ditone,_ diat«:5s�ron. diapente, minor hexad, major hexad, and diapason.

Foghano hmus the perfect consonances to the diapason and diapente. The 
rest are imperfect, including the diatessaron, which was traditionally a per
fect consonance. He proves this by definition: 

Probatur sic: eorum quac ab 
aliqua potentia sub ratione 
alicuis communis 
appreheduntur 
ilia sunt perfecta: quae in suo 
gcnerc uinutem habcnt quietandi 
& complendi appetitum talis 
potcnriae: reliqua ucro quibus 
hoc rcpugnat: 
sunt impcrfccta."' 

It is proved this way: of those 
things which arc comprehended by 
some potential by 
reason of having something in 
common, those are perfect which 
in their genus have the power of 
quieting and fulfilling the appe
tite for such a potential. The 
rest, to which this is opposed, 
arc impcrtect. 

The diapason, diapente, and bisdiapason are capable of fulfilling the appetite 
of the auditory sense; hence they are perfect. 

Apart from the seven consonances named and their compounds with the 
octave, all other intervals recognized by musicians are dissonances. These 
a�e essential to the progression of the consonances, as in going from the 
d1atessaron to the diapente. Fogliano proposes six dissonances: major tone, 
minor tone, major semitone, minor semitone, minimal semitone, and 
comma. '1 In his determination of the ratios of these dissonances Fogliano 
adopts a system of just intonation. The ratios are 9:8, major tone; 10:9, 
minor tone; 27:25, major semitone; 16:15, minor semitone; 25:24, minimal 
semitone; 81:80, comma. 

F�gliano applied his empirical methodology to the tuning of the practical
mustc�l scale. He proposes dividing the monochord in "a new way, almost
accordmg to the sense, and materially (nouo modo quasi secundum sensum: 
& materialiter) "38 in contrast to the usual mathematical method. Like Ra
mos' division, Fogliano's permitted not only pure fifths and founhs, as in 
the Pythagorean tuning, but also pure major and minor thirds. His diatonic 
division corresponds to the scale shown in Figure 10.3. 

Th� central tetrachord is identical to Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic, dc

scendmg 10:9, 9:8, 16:15. However, unlike Ramos', which is laid out on 
the A octave, Fogliano's is on the C octave, so that there are two identical 

35. Musica thtorica, I_I, �• �ol. 16v: "scptcm sint consonantiac: quarum maxima est diapason: 
ad quam tou: quo ad 1udiaum smsus: tcrminatur consonantiarum diucrsiw." 

36. Ibid., II, 5. fol. 17r. 
37. Ibid., II, 7, fol. 18r. 
Ji. Ibid .. Ill, I, fol. 33r. 
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C 

tetrachords rising 10:9, 9:8, 16:15, the reverse of Ptolemy's descending 
pattern. Fogliano was probably aware of these similarities and differences, 
but he did not name either Ramos or Ptolemy. His choice of the C octave 
he justifies as more practicorum-in the manner of practitioners. But it has 
imponant theoretical advantages, because it affords a number of harmonic 
means to aid in the division of the monochord. The octave c-c' is divided 
harmonically with the fifth below and the fourth above, which yields the 
best-sounding combination of these two intervals (see Figure 10.4). The 
diapcnte c-g in turn may be harmonically divided to produce a ditone below 
and a scmiditone above, again offering the best sounding combination of 
the two thirds. Similarly the diapente f-c' is divided harmonically by a. 
The Roman numerals in Figure 10.4 indicate the number of the step in the 
division. Fogliano further divides the string to obtain a chromatic scale. 
But in order for each note of the chromatic scale to have a corresponding 
major and minor third above and below it is necessary to have alternate 
notes a comma apart, two D's, and two 81,'s. Then the alternate D will be 
a pure minor third against F. which otherwise would be too small, whereas 
the normal D will make a perfect fourth with G. Similarly an alternate 
higher 81, permits a just minor third with G, whereas the normal 81, makes 
a perfect fourth with F. Fogliano admits that having two D's and two 81,'s 
is an inconvenience in musical practice. Therefore he proposes dividing the 
spaces between the duplicate notes into two equal parts and at the midpoints 
placing a compromise D and 81,, which, though not affording precisely just 
intervals, produce intervals that deviate a mere half comma from purity.-"' 

The space that needs to be divided is the comma, 81:80. According to 
Pythagorean mathematics, this is not possible, as there is no mean pro
portional between the terms of a superparticular ratio. Fogliano proposes 
a geometric solution for the required division, relying upon Euclid's con
struction of Book VI, Proposition 9. «i Fogliano illustrates the construction 
in a figure (Figure 10.5). In the figure, AB:BD = 81:80. According to 

39. Ibid., Ill, 2, fol. 35v. 
4-0. Cited in ibid .. Ill. 2. fol. 36r. 
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Figure 10.4. 
Division of the monochord subject to the ratio of pure numbers, from Fogliano, 

Musica tl1torica, Ill, I. fol. 34v 

Euclid, if a semicircle is described around the line AD and a perpendicular 
to the circumference is drawn from B, BC is the required geometric mean. 
Then AB:BC = BC:BD. The string length BC, which cannot be repre
sented by a whole number, will sound the desired intermediate note. 

Fogliano was not the first to challenge the impossibility of finding a mean 
proportional between the two terms of a superparticular �atio. �hose w�o 
preceded him in this had profited, as he had, by the �e�ival of mtere�t m 
the Elements of Euclid on the part of humanist mathematlClans. The medieval 
translation by Campano had been published in 1482. 41 In 1496 Jacques 
Lefevre d'Etaples showed how Euclid VI, 9, and VI, 13, :ioul_d be_ applied
to find the mean proportional between two string lengths. His obJect was 
to find the geometric mean that would divide the intervals formed by the 
fractions 9:8 (whole tone), 4:3 (fourth), 3:2 (fifth), and 2:1 (octave), where 
ab:bc = 8:9; ab:bd = 4:3, ae:be = 3:2; and ab:bf = 2:1. A circle is con
structed around line abc; similarly around abd, abe, and abf (see Figure 
10.6). Then a perpendicular to abc is drawn at b to intersect the circle�. 
The distance from b to the intersection with the circle is the geometric 
mean. So bg is the mean of 9:8, bh of 4:3, bi of 3:2, and bf of 2:1. These 

41. Pr11tcl11rissimus libtr tltmtlltornm i11 arttm gtomttrit, trans. Campano of Novara (Augsburg, 
1482). 

42. M1uic11 libris dtmonsrrata q1111t11or (Paris, 1496), Ill, 35, fol. g6v. (Paris, I 552 ed., fol. 29v). 
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Figure 10.S. 
Geometric division of the comma, from Fogliano, Musica tl1eo,ica, 111, 2, fol. 36r 

lengths are marked on the string be. The only geometric means of practical 
interest are those of the whole tone (marking off a mean semitone) and the 
octave (a tritone). 

Lefevre's demonstration is purely theoretical. Heinrich Schreiber (Gram
mateus), on the other hand, in 1518 applied the construction to locate a 
mean-tone between two diatonic steps, for example, the tone between G 
and A that could serve as both G• and A�. 41 

Erasmus of Horitz, in his unpublished treatise Musica of around 1506, 
showed how the 9:8 tone may be divided by computation and proved the 
method by Euclidian propositions . .u

So the revival and spread of Euclid's Elements contributed to solving some 
practical problems that surfaced once theorists began to shed prejudices 
about numbers. Of those who applied the geometric method, Fogliano was 

43. Ayn ntw bnstlich Butch (Nuremberg, 1518). . . 44. Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Reg. lat. 1245, Book VI, Proposition 17, 
fols. 66r-67r. Sec Palisca, "The Musica of Erasmus of Horitz" in Asptcts of Mtdit1111I and 
RtnaisSJJnct Music, ed. Jan LaRuc (New York, 1966). p. 640. 
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• 

Figure 10.6. 
Geometric division of the whole tone, fourth, fifth, and octave, from Lefevre 

d'Etaples, Musica libris quatuor demonstrata, III, 35 

c; 

surely the most aware of the practical implications and the most deliberate 
in his methodology and objectives. 

GiosetTo Zarlino 

Zarlino's relationship to classical sources, to Boethius, and to more con
temporary writers is a very complex one. He read very widely and con
stantly quoted authority. He cited sources when they advanced his argument 
and if they were ancient. (The citations are more precise in the 1573 edition 
of the Le lstitutioni hannoniche, where he gives tide, book, and chapter, than 
in that of 1558.) Modem authors-as far back as Gaffurio or as recent as 
Fogliano and Glarean-he utilized also, sometimes even paraphrased, but 
without acknowledgment. Zarlino did not depend on any one school of 
thought, nor did he accept any body of theory as a foundation. He con
structed a system of his own. How much of it was owed to his teacher and 
mentor Adrian Willaert cannot be ascertained, as Willaert left no theoretical 
writing. It is probable that he owed more to him in the area of musical 
practice than in that of speculative theory. 

Zarlino fervently believed in the possibility of a rational explanation for 
musical practice and aesthetic preferences. To do something without a rea
son was the ultimate error. The first two parts (called books in the second 
and later editions) of the lstitutioni are conceived as a preparation for the 
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third and fourth, which arc practical treatises on counterpoint and the modes. 
Thus the two speculative books were not intended to have an independent 
existence, like those of Gaffurio or Boethius, but to serve as a foundation 
for practice. 

Zarlino did not simply accept classical authority, which in any case was 
full of contradictions. To fulfill the goal he had set for himself he saw that 
he had to raise every question anew, to doubt every previous solution, to 
reason out and prove the most obvious principles. If this mode of operation 
was unimpeachable, his facts, proofs, and solutions often were not. Zarlino 
was not a Pythagorean, although he was fond of number theories. He cannot 
be called a Neoplatonist, although Plato's ideas, which he knew through 
Ficino's translations and commentaries, appealed to him more than did those 
of the Aristotelians. He had a strong belief in the uniformity, wisdom, and 
rationality of nature- la Natura-whose secrets he thought he could dis
cover through reason, theology, or by consulting authority, but without 
further observation or experiment. He was quite consistent in applying 
Aristotle's categories and dialectics. Of the ancient musical authors, he most 
admired Ptolemy, whose balancing of reason and sense experience har
monized with his own inclination. Zarlino did not read him thoroughly, 
however, and he disagreed with some of what he did read. He shows no 
evidence of having studied Aristoxenus directly in preparation for the lsti
t11tio11i. Only in the Sopplimetiti musicali (1588) is his influence felt. In the 
Istitutioni Zarlino used Plutarch, Pliny, and Athenaeus for historical infor
mation, and he cited the treatises of Aristides Quintilianus, Cleonides (whom 
he calls Euclid), and Gaudentius, but there is no evidence in this work of 
his acquaintance with the Bellermann-Najock anonymi, Nicomachus, or 
Alypius. �s In addition he relied on a vast number of general Greek and Latin 
sources that contain musical, mathematical, humanistic, and philosophical 
erudition. He had some acquaintance with Greek, as he shows in his book, 
but it must not have been much, as he requested Antonio Gogava to translate 
Aristoxenus' Harmonics. 

Zarlino was selective in what he took from both the ancient and modern 
authors. For example, he did not accept the principle that musical intervals 
are built up from an indivisible unit, like numbers from unity. He attributes 
to Aristoxenus the theory expressed by Aristotle that the dicsis is such a 
basic unit."" He prefers the theory transmitted by Ficino from Plato's Epi
nomis, that all consonances and intervals begin in the diapason, since 2:1 is 

45. Sec the "Index of Classical Passages Cited" in Zarlino, On tht Modts, trans. Vercd 
Cohen, ed. Claude V. Palisca (New Haven, 1983), for a sampling of his reading. All of these 
authors became known to him, however, before he wrote the Soppliplimtnti. 

46. Mttaphysics t0. l.1053a. 
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the beginning of proportion." Ptolemy• s exclusion of all but superparticular 
ratios from his approved tetrachords in the various genera was unacceptable 
to Zarlino, even though Boethius seemed to go along with it, because it 
was an unnecessary limitation that did not advance his purposes. 

It is instructive to compare Zarlino with Fogliano, from whom he bor
rowed a number of concepts and principles. Like Fogliano, Zarlino con
cluded that the division of the octave sung by contemporary musicians was 
the one that provided both perfect and imperfect consonances in their sim
pk-st ratios. It was based on the species of tetrachord called by Ptolemy the 
syntonic diatonic. which Fogliano did not identify by either author ortname. 
Fogliano chose it on the grounds of aural experience, and he deemed this 
sufficient reason, since the ear was the final judge. Zarlino was not confident 
of the rightness of the ear's choice; rational arguments and authority for 
the inclusion of intervals within the consonant class had to be found. Thus 
Fogliano established his classification on the basis of usage and aural pref
erence, whereas Zarlino devised numerical criteria that did not contradict 
the sense. 

Zarlino accepts Fogliano's resolution of the status of musical science as 
midway between mathematics and natural science. He adds that this is 
confirmed by Avicenna, who held that music received its principles from 
natural science and from the science of numbers.�,. Having accepted Fogli
ano's proposition that the subject of music is the sonorous number, Zarlino 
(right) quotes, without attribution, his definition of this phenomenon (left): 

Numcrus sonorus . .. nihil aliud 
est: nisi numcrus partium sonori 
corporis: utputa: chordae: Quac 
numeri ac discreti accipiens 
rationem: nos certiores reddit 
de quantitatc soni ab ca 
producti. 

ii Numero sonoro non e altro, 
che ii numcro delle parti d'un 
Corpo sonoro. come sarebbe di vna 
chorda, la quale pigliando ragione 
di quantita discrcta. ne fa certi 
della quantita del suono da lei 
proJutto.'" 

Sonorous number is nothing other than the number of the pans of a sounding 
body, such as a string, which, subjected to an accounting of the discrete quan
tity, renders us certain [Fogliano: more certain! of the quantity of the sound 
produced by it. 

Zarlino finds this definition incomplete. His objections are semantic and 
hairsplitting, however, and introduce irrelevant metaphysical considera-

47. IJlilutioni, II, 48, p. 142. Plato EpinomiJ 991a, Novotny ed., p. 40; Harward trans .. p.
107. 

48. Lt IJtitulioni lumnonicht, I, 20, p. 31.
49. Fogliano, M11sica tlm•rica, I, I. fol. Ir: Zarlino, /s1i1111i1>11i, I. 11), p. 29. 
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tions. He objects to the use of the term sot1i, because vocal tones ( voci), not 
sounds, are what the musician considers and those on which he bases what 
instruments do. He therefore modifies the definition to read: 

Numero sonoro e Numero rclato 
alle voci, & a i suoni: ii quale 
si ritroua artificios:imente in vn 
corpo sonoro, si come in alcuna 
chorda, la qual riceuendo l:i 
ragione di alcun numero nelle sue 
parri, ne fa certi della quantit:a 
dcl suono produtto da essa. & 
della quantita delle voci, 
riferendo, ouero .ipplicando 
essi suoni ad esse voci."' 

Sonorous number is number related 
to vocal and instrument.al sounds. 
It is found artificially in a 
sounding body, when a 
string is subjected to an 
accounting of the number of its 
arts, for this renders us certain 
of the quantity of the sound produced 
by it and, by referring or applying 
these sounds to vocal tones, the 
the quantity of the vocal tones. 

Fogliano's original definition was better, because it included voices or any 
other sound source in a more concise formulation. Zarlino's rephrasing is 
simply an accommodation to his questionable bias for voices as natural, 
human, and therefore superior and more fundamental than instrumental 
sounds. 

Zarlino evidently was also not satisfied with Fogliano 's treatment of the 
nature of sound and consonance, for he goes back to Aristotle for the 
generation of sound and develops his own analysis of the causes of con
sonance. He attributes to Aristotle the principle that the generation of sound 
requires three things: that which strikes, the object struck, and a medium. 51 

He then gives some of the same examples of sound production as Fogliano. 
So far as consonance is concerned, sounds are the material, numerical pro
portions the form. However number is not the cause, either proximate or 
intrinsic, of musical proportions or of consonances. Four things must con
cur: the goal of the action (playing in harmony), which is to profit and 
delight; the agent or efficient cause, that is, the musician; the material or 
material cause, which are the strings; and the form or formal cause, namely 
proportion. The first two are extrinsic, the last two intrinsic. 52 

Despite the elaborate proof that number cannot be the cause of consonance 
but only a means for measuring the terms of a proportion, Zarlino conceives 
a sacred precinct, the smari�e set of numbers from one to six---to contain 
the realm of consonance. His chapter on the virtues of this number is pure 
numerology. Of the twelve signs of the zodiac, six are always in our hem
isphere, the others hidden below the earth. There are six errant bodies in 

50. ISlilutioni, I, 19, p. 29.
51. Ibid., II, 10.
52. Ibid., I, 41.
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the sky: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars. Venus, Mercury, and the moon. There are 
six substantial qualities of the elements: acuity, rarity, movement, and their 
opposites, obtuseness, density, and stillness. Six circumstances are necessary 
to existence: size, color, shape, interval, state, and motion. Six are the species 
of movement: generation, corruption, increase, decrease, alteration, and 
change of location. According to Plato there are six differences of direction: 
up. down, ahead, behind, right, and left. Closer to home, the intervals (voci 

musica/1) are of six types: unisone, aequisone, consone, emmele, dissone, 
and ekmele. And the modem modes come in sixes: six authentic, and six 
plagal! He gives a number of further examples of this ilk53 before turning 
to the mathematical and musical properties of the six-part number.54 Six is 
the first perfect number, meaning that it is the sum of all the numbers of 
which it is a multiple, that is, one, two, and three. Any two numbers from 
one to six yield the ratio of either a simple or composite consonance. (See 
Figure 10.7.) The two largest perfect consonances are formed from the first 
three numbers and are divided by harmonic means to produce the next 
perfect consonances. The diapason, 2: t, in the form 4:2, divided harmon
ically by 3, yields the diapente, 3:2, and the diatessaron, 4:3. The diapente, 
3:2, in the form 6:4, divided by 5, produces the ditonc, 5:4, and scmiditone, 
6:5. The major hexad, 5:3, harmonically divided by 4, yields the diatessaron 
and ditone. Any of the numbers multiplied by any other will always pro
duce, when juxtaposed with another so generated, a harmonic relation. 
Further, if the six numbers as they occur in sequence are each squared, the 
adjacent squares will form the dissonances that separate the consonances, 
the tones and semitones. 

The major hexad, 5:3, is regarded as distinct from the other consonances 
of the senario for two reasons: it is formed from a superpartient ratio, unlike 
the others, which are all superparticular in their minimal terms. It is also a 
composite consonance, made up of a diatessaron and ditone, because in its 
minimal terms, 5:3, it can be mediated by another number, namely 4. 
Similarly the minor hexad, 8:5, is mediated by 6, producing a diatessaron 
and semiditone. Here Zarlino is confronted with a contradictory element, 
a consonance the terms of whose ratio are not both in the senario. His 
rationalization for its inclusion is ingenious: 

Et bcnche cssa tra le parti dcl Although it is not found in actua-
Senario non si troui in atto, lity among the parts of the 
si troua nondimcno in potcnza: senario, it is found in potential, 
conciosiache dalle parti contc- for it takes its form from the 
nute tra csso piglia la sua forma, parts of which it is a composite, 

53. Ibid., I, 14.

54. Ibid., I, 15.
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Figure 10. 7. 
Sonorous or harmonic numbers. from Zarlino, lstitutioni, I, 15, p. 25 

cioc dalla Diatcssaron & dal 
Semiditono: pcrche di qucste due 
consonanzc si compone: la onde 
tra'I primo numero Cubo, il 
quale c 8. vicne ad haucr in 
atto la sua forma. 11 

that is, from the diatcssaron and 
semiditone, because it is composed 
of these two consomnccs. 
For within the first cubic number, 
8, its form attains actuality. 
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Zarlino did not in this book extend the realm of consonance to the ottonario, 
and this with good reason, since it would have admitted the ratios in which 
one of the terms is seven, all falling outside the circle of consonances. 

55. Ibid., I. 16, p. Tl. 
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Zarlino was too pragmatic a musician to insist on the just consonances 
for instrumental music. He recognized that it was not possible to tune a 
chromatic keyboard so that every fifth, fourth, and third was in a ratio of 
the senario. He was willing to admit compromises in tuning these intervals 
in instruments, provided vocal music remained pure. His faith in nature 
demanded that the ideal ratios be operative in the natural medium of voices. 

lfit were true that in voices as well as instruments we hear only the consonances 
.ind intervals out of their n.itural ratios, it would result that those which are 
born of the true harmonic numbers would never reach acruality but would 
remain always potential. This potential would be futile and frustrated, for 
every potential that is not put into action is without utility in nature. And yet 
we see th.it God and nature never do anything in vain.'"' 

For instruments, he thus feels free to devise an "equally tempered diatonic 
monochord" which is a compromise between the Pythagorean diatonic 
ditoniaion and Ptolemy's diatonic syntonon. He divides the comma into 
seven equal parts and subtracts two of these parts from each fifth,57 resulting 
in major thirds that are one-seventh comma smaller than 5:4. For dividing 
a ratio into equal parts, Zarlino gives the same construction as Fogliano but 
goes beyond the construction to refer to Euclid's proof.58 He then presents
an instrument for finding two mean proportional lines between two given 
lines that he learned of from Giorgio Valla's De geometria.59 

By relying excessively upon reason and authority, Zarlino laid himself 
open to attack from those who were bent on testing some of his premises. 
To counter the attacks that inevitably came, Zarlino explored further the 
Greek authors on music. We shall, therefore, come back to him after we 
have considered some theories that rival his. 

Francisco de Salinas 

The remarkable De m11sica libri septem of Francisco de Salinas (1513-90) 
belongs more properly to a history of Spanish than Italian humanism. Yet 
it deserves some discussion here, because Salinas lived in Rome and Naples 
between 1538 and 1558, years during which he studied the ancient Greek 
sources and probably drafted parts of his treatise. Blind from an early age, 
he was trained as a singer and organist. Yearning for a broader education, 
he exchanged organ lessons for lessons in Latin and later went to the Uni-

56. Ibid., II, 45.
57. Ibid., II. 43. 
58. Ibid., II, 25; Elnntnts, VI. 8.
59. Ibid., II, 25; Giorgio Valla, in Dt gtomtlrio IV (Dt txptttndis, XIII), 2, fols. u6r-x1r, 

presents several solutions to this problem, one of which is the mcsolabio. 
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versity of Salamanca, where he studied Greek, philosophy, and the arts. 
Service with Pedro Gomez Sarmiento. archbishop of Compostella, gave 
him the opportunity to go to Rome when Sarmiento was made a cardinal 
by Pope Paul Ill in 1538. There he became immersed in the study of music 
theory. for he realized that to be proficient with one's hands, as Vitruvius 
said of architects, was not sufficient if one sought to acquire real authority. 
He gives a partial list of the ancient sources he consulted in an autobio
graphical account in the early pages of his book: 

Those who aided me very greatly in this task. besides Boethius, whom every 
musician has on his lips, were manuscript books of ancient Greek authors not

yet translated into Latin of which I still found a great plenty, above all the 
three books on harmonics of Claudius Ptolemy in the Vatican Library, to

whom l do not know whether astronomy or music owes more, and the very 
instructive commentaries on them by Porphyry-of which the c.irdinal ofC.irpi 
made me a copy-containing most precious things collected from his reading 
of the ancients; two books of Nicomachus, whom Boethius follows; also one: 
of 8.icchius; three books of Aristides [Quintili.inusl: also three of Bryennius, 
which the cardinal of Burgos of Venice himself attended to transcribing . ... 
In this inquiry and investigation I spent more than twenty-three years."'' 

The Porphyry manuscript mentioned must be one of two from Valla's 
library that had belonged to Cardinal Rodolfo Pio di Carpi, now in Modena. 
Biblioteca Estense.61 There were several manuscripts of Ptolemy in the 
Vatican, and Salinas would have found most of the other treatises he men
tioned there also. The two books of Nicomachus may refer to the two 
books of the I,,trod11ction to Arithmetic which Boethius practically translated 
in his De instit11tione arithmetica libri d110, rather than the Mam,al of Harmonics, 
which is in a single book. Salinas relies on Nicomachus' arithmetic quite 
heavily in the mathematical sections of the first book. On the other hand, 
Salinas' list is otherwise an exclusively musical one. and by "two books" 
Salinas may therefore have meant the two works of Nicomachus-one on 
music and one on arithmetic-as in the inventory made under Sixtus IV in 
1475, which describes item 365 (the present Vat. gr. 198) as "Nicomachi 
arithmetica et musica. •"'2 The reference in the quotation to Boethius fol
lowing Nicomachus could apply to either alternative, since later Salinas 
refers to Boethius as having "followed Nicomachus in the two books con-

60. Francisco Salinu, Dt musico libri stp1nn (Salamanca, ISn; facs. ed. M.ic:ario Santiago
Kasmer, Kassel, 1958), fol. Sr. 

61. Numbers 149 and 152 in Puntoni's catalog of that library's Greek manuscripts. "lndicc
dci codici gm:i dclla Bibliotcea Estmse di Modena," S1wli i10/ioni Ji filologi4 tlossico 4 ( 1896):379-
536. 

62. Rohen Oevrccsse. Lt fonds grtc Jt la Biblio1l,tlfllt voticant 4ts origints ci Poul V (Vatican
City, 1965) p. 60. It also includes Ptolemy, Porphyry, and Bryennius. 
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ceming arithmetic, and in the first four concerning music. "63 Salinas' list 
was not intended to be exhaustive. Plutarch, Euclid, Cleonides, Gaudentius, 
and Alypius are some of the obvious omissions. Indeed, Salinas cites Plu
tarch's De musica, "Euclid's lsagoge" (the title shows he means Cleonides), 
and Gaudentius "lntroductorium" elsewhere in the book. M 

From the very title page, where Salinas advertises that he demonstrates 
the true doctrine of harmonics and rhythmics "according to the judgment 
of the sense and the reason," he professes his faith in the method of Ptolemy. 
Critical of both the Aristoxenians and the Pythagoreans, Salinas took a 
middle road: "In harmonics the judges are the sense and the reason, but 
not both the same way, because, as Ptolemy asserted, the sense judges 
concerning the matter and affection, the reason, concerning the form and 
cause. From these words we can draw the conclusion that, just as matter 
is completed by form, so sensory judgment is completed by the rational. '165 

Salinas did not disdain modem authors. Although he borrowed a great 
deal from Fogliano and Zarlino, he hardly mentioned them until he dedi
cated to each a critical review in a separate chapter of the fourth book. 66 

Some of the debts to Fogliano are the theory of sonorous number, the break 
with the Pythagorean definition of consonance, the espousal of the syn tonic 
diatonic tuning as the basis of modem vocal intonation, and the geometric 
division of the comma. To Zarlino he owed the theory of the senario, the 
treatment of the sixths as composite intervals, and the use of the mesolabio, 
among other doctrines. Salinas was a more perspicacious humanist than 
Zarlino in that he knew the contents of the ancient treatises more thoroughly 
and understood them better. But he was less of an antiquarian; he really 
had little· interest in classical civilization as such and was bent on applying 
to modem music whatever he found useful in the older theories. Zarlino, 
on the contrary, was deeply interested in classical literature and the lore 
about Greek music but found little in it that was applicable to an already 
perfect art. 

Their attitudes toward the chromatic and enharmonic genera illustrate 
the nature of the contrast. Rather than defining these two tetrachords in 
classical terms as dense in the lower pitches and sparse in the higher, as 
Zarlino and the older authors did, Salinas followed Nicola Vicentino in 

63. Salinas, Dt musica, II, 18, p. 73: "Boerhius aurem torus Pyrhagoricus est, lie in libris 
duobus de Arithmetica, lie quatuor primis de Musica Nicomachum secutus." 

64. Plutarch, in 111, 4, p. 109: IV, 25, p. 217; Cleonidcs and Gaudcntius, in II, 9, p. 55. 
65. Salinas, Dt nnuica, I, J. He devotes IV, 16-21, to a refutation of Pythagorean theories; 

IV, 22-24, to a critique of Aristoxcnian harmonics. These cbaptcn arc uansbred in Anhur 
Michael Daniels, "The Dt nauica li6ri vii of Francisco de Salinas" (Ph.D. diss., Univcnity of 
Southern Califom�. 1962), pp. 364-94. 

66. Salinas, Dt musica, IV, 32-JJ, trans. in Daniels, "The Dt musica," pp. 422-36.
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making them dense throughout, that is, dividing the entire chromatic te
trachord into semitones and the entire enharmonic tetrachord into dieses. "' 
The inspiration for the revival of the chromatic and enharmonic genera was 
surely the example of the Greeks, but neither of these authors modeled his 
theory of the genera on the ancient one, which was well known from 
Boethius, Gaffurio, and other authors.''" Vicentino, particularly, is vague 
about how the two dense genera were practiced in ancient times. He says 
they were put to other uses than the diatonic, which was meant for common 
cars in public festivals, the chromatic and enharmonic being addressed to 
"purified cars" (purgate orecchie) in the private entertainments of gentlemen 
and princes, when great men and heroes were praised. 69 Vicentino gives no 
source for this, and although in his book he occasionally names ancient 
authors-Aristoxcnus, Nicomachus, Ptolemy- there is no sign that he had 
read any of them. In humanist circles in Ferrara he certainly must have 
heard the virtues of the genera extolled, possibly by Francesco Patrizi, but 
Vicentino himself was by nature uninclined toward historical scholarship. 
Salinas, on the other hand, shows that he read Plutarch, and in Greek, for 
he gives in the original language the locus classicus from the speech of 
Soterichus on the virtues of the enharmonic and follows it with a translation: 
At vero Musici nostri temporis The musicians of our time, however, 
pulcherrimum omnium, maximcque have repudiated altogether the most 
decorum genus, quod veteres beautiful and charming genus, which 
propter maicstatem, grauitatcm- the ancients, because of its majesty 
que ipsius colebant, penitus and severity, cultivated, 
repudiarunt, adeo vt ne qualis- so much so that the majority 
cunque perceptio curaque sit have no knowledge or concern 
plerisque Enharmononiorum inter- at all about the cnharmonic's inter-
uallorum. Et tanquam ignauia, vats. So much laziness 
atque secordia inuasit cos, vt and sloth overcomes them, that 
Diesim Enharmonion, ne speciem they believe that the enharmonic 
quidem omnino cadentium sub sensum diesis, of all things falling under 
praebcre putcnt, dmque de the sense, is not perceptible, and 
canricis, atque modulaminibus they banish it from songs and 
exterminent."' melodic compositions. 

This quotation, however, is not adduced in defense of the enharmonic but 
to substantiate its neglect and thereby prove a point against Didymus. In 

67. For a detailed study of1he different approaches 10 the genera, see Karol Berger, Thtorits
of Chromaric and Enharmonic M111ic in I.art l61h-Cm111,y lroly (Ann Arbor, 1980). 

68. Salinas rcporu the shades of Arisroxcnus, Didymus, Ptolemy, and othcn but only to 

show that they were erroneous solutions: Dr musica, IV, 22-29, pp. 212-22. 
69. Nicob Viccntino, L'Antica musica rido114 al/a modnna pr,mica (Rome, 1555; facs. ed. 

Edward E. Lowinsky, Kassel, 1959), I, 4, fol. IOv. 
70. Plutarch Dr musica 1145A. Salinas, Dt musica, IV, 25, p. 217. 
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the chapter in which he introduces the dense genera71 Salinas calls the en
harmonic the best and most adaptable genus, but quite typically he depends 
on logical arguments to prove this rather than classical authority. 

Salinas was the first modem scholar to distinguish between the tonoi and 
octave species and between these and the plainchant modes in a published 
book. (Mei preceded him in an unpublished book.) As will be shown in 
the next chapter, Salinas' treatment was too brief to give the reader a good 
idea of how these systems worked, but he apparently understood their 
functions. On the other hand, he obscured some aspects of the theory while 
clarifying others. He attributed eight rather than seven tonoi to Ptolemy. 
He unjustly charged that Boethius confused the tonoi and modes, when all 
he did was to translate tonos and tropos usually as .. modus." Salinas was 
right, though, in criticizing Glarean and Gaffurio for having applied to the 
modes attributes that belonged to the tonoi.72 Salinas falls into a similar 
error, though, when he associates the ancient harmoniai of Plato with the 
modes and then, by dividing six of them through the species of fifths and 
fourths, derives twelve. 73 

Salinas admired the work of Fogliano, of whom he says, "he has come 
far closer to a true understanding of the science of harmonics than all of 
the ancient and more recent (writers). "74 He makes this statement at the 
end of a chapter in which he enumerates what he considers serious errors 
on the part of Fogliano. These are not scientific, logical, or scholarly errors 
but differences of opinion, and we need not go into them here. There is a 
similar chapter on Zarlino, whom he praises as having surpassed all those 
who wrote on music before him. The disagreements with Zarlino are also 
mainly matters of opinion, and some of the criticisms are founded on 
misreadings. 75 

The really significant challenge to the foundations of Fogliano's and Zar
lino's speculative theory came from other quarters, from the scientist Giov
anni Battista Benedetti and from Zarlino's pupil Vincenzo Galilei, and 
preparatory to their work were the findings of Girolamo Fracastoro. 

Girolamo Fracastoro 

With the work of Girolamo Fracastoro and Giovanni Battista Benedetti 
musical science enters a new period of discovery. Up to that time no sig
nificant advances had been made ovec the state of knowledge represented 

71. Salinas, Dt m!4sica, Ill, 2.
72. Ibid., IV, 12-13, pp. 198-201.
73. Ibid., IV, 7-8, pp. 187-91.
74. Ibid., IV, 32, p. 231; Daniels trans., p. 430.
75. Ibid., IV, 33, pp. 231-34.
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by Aristotle's De anima, the Aristotelian De a11dibilib11s and Problems, .md 
the commentary of Themistius. Fracastoro and Benedetti, like Fogliano. 
worked within the Aristotelian tradition, but they were able to correct him 
and make notable advances. 

Fracastoro (1483-1553) studied at the university in Padua, where he pur
sued literature, mathematics, astronomy, philosophy under Pietro Pom
ponazzi and Nicolo Leonico Tomeo, and medicine under Girolamo Della 
Torre and his son Marcantonio. He wrote poetry and practiced medicine 
and even combined the two in his famous Latin poem Syphilis sive morbus 
gallic11s (1530). His Naugeri1u, sive de poetica dialo.�11s (c. 1540) proposes beauty 
of expression as the distinctive end of poetry and criticizes the theory of 
imitation. In his scientific work he regarded nature as autonomous, inde
pendent of supernatural intervention, a reality that could be studied to reveal 
its regulating principles. He was contemptuous of astrological and numer
ological explanations, such as in theories of the critical days of a disease. 
He sought explanations in immediate causes of concrete events. 

His clarification of the action of air waves in the transmission of sound 
came out of his analysis of contraries in De sympatl1ia et antipathia rermn liber 
unus (Venice, 1546). It is agreed, he says, that material elements tend to 
return to their natural place. Thus something that is rarefied (rarefacta) tends 
to be condensed (condensata), and something condensed tends to be rarefied. 
Sound, which depends on this principle, requires a dense medium: 

Soni quidem, nisi addensetur aer. 
non sentiuntur, quoniam 
qualitates, quac scnsus 
mouent, omncs quidem 
subiectum, in quo per sc sunt, 
densum amant, medium vero, 
per quod fcruntur earum species, 
non omncs dcnsum volunt, scd 
quacdam rarum cxposcunt, quaedam 
densius: ... dico autem dcnsum 
non per admistioncm tcrrae, sed 
vi addensatum, quod in 
acre accidit facto ictu. 
lndc enim facta prius distrac
tione, tum subita fit 
addensatio partis post 
partem, more vndarum, vnde 
circulationes conflantur, quod 
non aliud est, quam successive 
quaedam aeris addensatio in orbem 
facta, per quam delata species a 

Unless air is compressed, 
sounds are not heard, because all 
qualities that move the sense 
require the 
substance in which they exist
the medium-to be dense. 
This medium, through which the 
qualities' species are made, need not 
always be dense but sometimes rare, 
sometimes dense .... I say dense 
not through the admixture of earth, 
but in the sense of the compression 
that occurs in the air when it is hit. 
After a drawing apart and rarefaction 
has first been made, a condensation 
immediately follows, part for 
part, in the manner of a wave, whence 
the circles are stirred up that 
are nothing but a successive 
compression of the air in a circle, 
through which the species is carried 
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and their ratios as found in Fogliano's monochord, which, he says, the 
Modenese author selected from Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic. He then pre
sents seven musical examples (which he promised de Rore he would send) 
to illustrate the use of these intervals. Among the examples are some excerpts 
from de Rore's chanson Hellas comment vo11les-vo11s. The examples demon
strate that there are three sizes of semitones and two of whole tones: 

inter diesim, et.b. in between the b natur:il and b fiat in 
supcriori, agnosccs the supcrius, you recognize the 
intcruallum minimi semitonij interval of the minimal semitone. 
ct si ibi sit dicsis, If you take the b natural 
tanquam terminus ad quern, as a tmninus ad qutm, 
et.b. tanquam terminus a quo: and b fiat as a tmninus a quo, 
quod autcm inter dicsim et. b. then between b natural and b fiat 
sit semitonium minimum, facile there is a minimal semitone. This you 
agnosccs si subtraxeris readily admit if you subtract 
decimam minorem a maiori, quam a minor from the major tenth that 
facit supcrius cum inferiori, the superius makes with the lower 
idcst cum bassu. 11 part, that is, the base. 

Benedetti does not show the numerical computation. If the major tenth 
minus the minor tenth equals the minimal semitone, then we have for the 
ratio of the latter 10:4 / 12:5 = 25:24. A similar analysis shows that in the 
third example there appears between d and a a major semitone: the seventh 
(product of the fifth and minor third) minus the major sixth thus equals 
the major semitone: 3:2 x 6:5 = 9:5; 9:5 / 5:3 = 27:�5._Thc fourth cxampl�
shows the minor semitone: 4:3 / 5:4 = 16:15. By s1m1lar means Benedetti 
illustrates the two sizes of the whole tone. The fifth example shows, in the 
tenor, a sequence of a minor (10:9) followed by a major (9:8) whole_ tone;
the sixth, in the tenor, two minor whole tones; and the seventh, m the 
superius part, two major whole tones. Thus Fogliano's monochord assumed 
three sizes of semitones and two of whole tones. (See Figure 10.8.) 

The point of the demonstration is not br�ught h�me until t�e second 
letter. Here Benedetti declares that if these different sizes of semitones and 
whole tones are used, as they must be if the consonances are tuned just! y, 
a vocal composition will not end on the same pitch as it began but either 
higher or lower. Utilizing the same method of calcul�ting th� smaller in
tervals through the addition or subtraction of successive or simultaneous 
consonances as in the preceding demonstrations, Benedetti now presents 
two sets of examples. The first (Figure to. 9) consists of a simple diatonic 
progression in which at each return of the note g' in t�e superiu_s, the actual
pitch rises a comma. By the end of the example the pttch has nsen by four 

88. Divnst1r11m, p. 278.
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Figure 10.8. 
Demonstration of the variety of semitones and whole tones, from Benedetti, 

Diversarum, p. 278 (to which have been added the ratios according to Benedetti's 
prose) 

commas. This is because in each of the four repetitions of the pattern the 
upward step g' -a' was a large whole tone, whereas the downward step a' -
g' was a small whole tone. Bencdctti's final example (Figure 10.10) shows a 
parallel process involving a sharped noce, in which the consonances between 
the superius and the tenor dictate the size of the semitones, which arc always 
large (27:25) descending and small (16:15) ascending, thereby realizing a 
descent by a comma (81 :80) with each statement of the pattern. 

This phenomenon, Benedetti remarks, docs not occur in organs and 

Figure 10.9. 
Demonstration of the rise in pitch in a diatonic passage, from Benedetti, 

Divmarnm, p. 279 
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Figure 10. 10. 
Demonstration of the descent in pitch when a sharp is introduced, from 

Benedetti, Di11trsarum, p. 280 

harpsichords, because all the consonances besides the diapason or octJve 
are imperfect, that is, they are less than or greater than their just sizes 
(dimi11111ar, a111 superatlles a i11sto). The alteration is done. he explains, because 
if you take three successive sesquialter proportions, you get a major thir
teenth (3:2 x 3:2 x 3:2 = 27:8). as from G to e'. This interval sounds 
"hateful" to the car (odiosus rsset sr,is11i a11ditus). When an octave is subtracted 
from it, a major sixth that is "unfriendly" (i11imica) results; this is in the 
ratio 13:8, which differs from the just major sixth (5:3) by a comma {81 :80). 
For this reason "the learned and most excellent Zarlino" distributed parts 
of this comma over all the perfect consonances. But because the sense of 
hearing cannot distinguish the proper increment by which to raise or lower 
each string, Benedetti devised a purely aural tuning procedure for realizing 
this distribution of the comma error. 

Benedetti began his tuning by making G consonant grosso modo with El, 
above it. He then tuned a series of "imperfect" fifths until he got a C, 
which he tested with an .B. a major sixth below. If the sixth was "tolerable," 
he left the fifths alone; otherwise he retuned them until the major sixth was 
somewhat large (aliq11antul11m excessiva) but tolerable (consorret tolerabiliter). 
Modem tuners use the major third for testing the perfect consonances; 
Benedetti may have preferred the major sixth, because its number in his 
scale, 15, the lowest number among the imperfect consonances, ranks it 
higher than the major third, 20. Benedetti continued tuning the fifths slightly 
small until he reached a GI, remaining, however, within a three-octave span 
by shifting to a lower octave whenever room was needed to complete the 
upward spiral. 

Benedetti did not say that his tuning was an equal temperament, but since 
his demonstrations show that all semitones and whole tones should be 
equalized, this would have been a logical goal. Indeed, his tuning method 
is not unlike that proposed by Giovanni Lanfranco in 1533, whichj. Murray 
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Barbour has interpreted as equal templ·ramcnt."" Lanfranco, however, began 
w!th F. alternating tc.mp�rcd fifths �nd !ourths, and used a tolerably sharp
third rather than a maJor sixth as a guide tor tempering the fifths and fourths. 
Both Benedetti and Lanfranco went into the sharps only as far as GI and 
into the fiats no farther than B. In their keyboards GI doubled as A�. and 
EJ. similarly functioned as DI. I assume that Benedetti's starting point, .B, 
sounded a good tempered fifth against the GI that terminated the cycle. 

It is striking that in the very letter in which Benedetti demonstrated the 
coincid�nce o_f vibrations in pitches r�lated as simple ratios, he proposed a
system m which the consonances deviate from these simple ratios. Whereas 
Gaffurio and Zarlino expected art somehow to conform to and follow 
nature, Be�edetti realized that this was impossible, that musical practice 
was not saence. 

Girolamo Mei and Vincenzo Galilei 

No one resolved the conflicting demands of science and art more clear
headedly than Girolamo Mei. It was to Mei that Vincenzo Galilei turned 
in 1572 when he found glaring contradictions between the ancient and 
modem authors. Mei had established the reputation of being the best-in
formed scholar on ancient Greek music, mainly ti-rough correspondence 
with his teacher Piero Vettori. Although a native of Florence, where he 
was born in 1519, Mei spent most of his mature life elsewhere, from 1546 
to 1554 in France, then in Padua, and from 1559 until his death in 1594 in 
Rome. He had begun his studies of Greek music theory in 1551 while in 
Lyon, working as tutor and companion to Guglielmo Guadagni, but he 
had had relatively little time to pursue this subject until ten years later, 
when he had committed himself to make a thorough study of the sources 
of ancient Greek music theory, as he reported to Vettori. He describes the 
surviving sources in a letter of 21 February 1562, to which he appended a 
list that, unfortunately. is lost, but it must not have been unlike the bibli
ography he later sent to Galilei. 

The Greek writers that survive of which I have knowledge and who write 
professionally about this matter, as you will sec by a list enclosed in the letter, 
are eighteen. The oldest of them is Aristoxenus, but we do not have him 

89. Lanfranco, Scintil�t di mmica (Brescia, 1533), p. 132. Sec J. Murray Barbour, Tuning and 
Ttmptrammt (East Lansing, 1953). pp. 45ff. Mark Lindley, in "Temperaments," Nnv Crovt 

DiaioMry, XVIII, 662. states that "Lanfranco's keyboud tuning instructions of 1533 arc 
unequivoally for some form of mean-tone." Sec also Lindley. "Early 16th-Century Keyboard 
Temperaments," Mmica DiscipliM 28 (1974):129-51, esp. 144-51. Benedetti probably did not 
know l.anfranco's treatise, since it was an elementary practical tutor rather than a scientific 
work such as those of Fogliano and Z..rlino. 
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complete. After him. as I understand it. there is Plutarch or Ptolemy. though 
Pluurch in this matter is of slight importance. But Ptolemy. from what I sec. 
from the standpoint of diligence and intellect I judge to be: ahead of all those 
I have: read, twelve in all until today. Of the Latins we have: Boc:thius, marvelous 
for the most part, and almost, as we say, an ape of Ptolemy. But to want to 
tell and demonstrate and prove by every path and in many ways every prop
osition ;iccording to his habit is necessarily very long, and for someone whose 
objective: is not entirely this, perhaps tedious. But worst of all is that he is 
lacking just at the conclusion. Of Ptolemy there is also lacking the end of the: 
third. or last, book I don't know how many chapters, bur these do not pertain, 
so far as one: can tell from his words, to things altogether essential to the science 
(of music). They were supplemented by the: nonsense of a Nicephorus who 
commented on him. Now. of all these, I have resolved to take as my foundation 
Ptolemy. for I judge him to be the most complete :1.nd most conclusive of all. 
So I have transcribed a (copy) by my own hand. And to make it a good one 
I am taking every care possible and I hope: to finish it, and being the first to

fish in these depths. this will not be a small thing. In Rome there are four 
exemplars, all of which I can see repeatedly. I utilize the other writers as 
interpreters. My object is to endeavor to understand the thing first, and, once 
understood. to resolve. with your advice and that of others. to leave: some 
record for those who would like to see the: truth better. Ar the same time I 
want to exercise myself and not get enrircl y rusty .

.
. , 

The list of authors appended to Mei's first letter to Galilei of 8 May 1572 
contains nineteen ancient authors, one more than the number in the list sent 
to Vettori. It reads as follows: 

Notice of the writers on music that are still found today whom I have seen 
Aristoxenus, two books and a half or a little more, and perhaps half of the 

second book of the Rhythmics 
Aristides Quintilianus three books 
Alypius with the signs that they used to notate the steps of all the modes 

and the tones in each genus, with I don't know how much missing at 
the end 

Anonymous book without name printed under the name of Harmonic 
Introduction of Euclid, also found under the name of Cleoneda or 
Cleomede, one book 

Bacchcius Senior introduction, one book 
Gaudentius introduction, one book 
Emanuel Bryennius, three books 
Nicomachus "Strazeno" introduction 
Plutarch is printed 

90. See the letter printed in Palisca, Girolamo Mri, utlm on Ancitnl and Modnn Music 10 

Vincmzo Gali/ti and Giovanni &rdi, pp. 180-82. 
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Ptolemy. three books 
Porphyry on about a book and a half of the music (tre:nisel of Ptolemy

Psellus introduction. I am told that it is found also printed

Theon, brief compilation, one book 
Racendito Josefo, compilation or compendium in one book

Several fragments by diverse authors without name

Ancient Latins 
St. Augustine 
Bocthius 
Censorious 
Martianus Capella in the notes of his Philology''1 

The project that Mei described in the letter to Vettori continued to occupy 
him until 1573, when he completed his principal work on music, De modis 
m11sicis anriquomm, dedicated to Vettori. Numerous scholars in Florence 
knew of Mei's studies on music. and it was one of these who recommended 
him to Galilei. 

It was in replying to one of Galilei's questions that Mei formulated his 
theory of the separation of musical science and musical practice. Evidently 
Galilei was puzzled as to why the ancients were so concerned about the 
consonances yet did not use them in singing and playing together; Mei 
responded: 

The true end of the sciences is altogether different from that of the: arts, since 
the end and proper aim of science is to consider every contingency of its subject 
and the causes and qualities of these purely for the sake of knowing truth from 
falsehood, without caring further how the arts will use this knowledge as an 
instrument or material or for otherwise gaining their ends ... . The science of 
music goes about diligently investigating and considering all the qualities and 
properties of the constitutions, systems, and order of musical tones, whether 
these arc simple qualities or comparative. like the consonances, and this for 
no other purpose than to come to know the truth itself, the perfect goal of all 
speculation, and as a by-product the false. It then lets art exploit as it secs tit 
without any limitation those tones about which science has learned the truth.92 

Galilei, in his Dialogo della r,u,sica antica er dell a moderna of I 581, rephrased 
this thought. The principal interlocutor, Giovanni Bardi, replies to Piero 
Strozzi•s query as to why the ancients wrote so much about consonances, 
when they sang only in unison: 

My reply to you is this, that the sciences have a different procedure and different 
goal for their operations than do the arts. The sciences search for the truth of 

91. for bibliographical notes concerning these authors and their works. see Palisca, Girolamo

Mri, pp. 118-21, nn. 58-77. 
92. Mei to V. Galilei, 8 May 1572. in Palisca, Girolamo ,\fri, p. 103.
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all the contingencies and properties of their subject. and together with them 
their causes. having as a goal the truth of knowledge and nothing more, whereas 
the arts have as their aim to operate. something different from understanding.") 

As late as 17 January 1578 Mei was trying to show Galilei why the imperfect 
consonances were not recognized in ancient Greek theory and why, con
sequently, the Pythagorean tuning was perfectly satisfactory for their pur
poses. But such historical considerations aside, Mei thought of a better way 
to settle the tuning question: 

In the end it is not necessary to adduce these objections (ifl am not mistaken) 
to ascertain whether the genus that is sung today is the syntonic or ditonic, 
because the very division of the strings will offer indubitable testimony of it. 
Stretch out over a lute (the larger it is, the more obvious will be what we wish 
to prove to the ear) two strings, either treble (catlti: g'I or mean (mezzane: al, 
or whatever you want to call them, of length and thickness as equal as possible, 
which sound a unison together, and mark underneath them accurately the frets 
according to the distribution of the intervals of each of the two genera-the 
syn tonic and ditonic-and then, taking the notes of the tetrachord one by one 
by means of the frets of each string, observe which of the two strings gives 
the notes that correspond to what is sung today. Thus without any further 
doubt the answer will result clear to anyone, cvc"l if what I have sometimes 
fancied on my own more as a matter of opinion than judgment is not proved 
true."' 

Galilei must have proceeded to make this experiment, because that very 
year he sent to Zarlino under a pseudonym a discourse, not extant, that 
outlined his objections to Zarlino's theories about intonation. Zarlino in 
the proemio of his Sopp/imenti speaks of receiving with a letter of7 June 1578 
a 'Trattato di Musica," and in the letter the author apologizes for not having 
written to him or spoken to him after de Rore left the service of San Marco 
in Venice. 95 The author of the treatise, who is obviously Galilei, is quoted 
as saying in the letter that he studied counterpoint and other aspects of 
theory with Zarlino but profited little from the study. Zarlino claims to 
have answered the letter96 and then received another from his "Discepolo," 
as he calls him, dated 19 July 1578 . This time Galilei evidently spoke of 
Valgulio's coming to the defense of Aristoxenus (to which Zarlino replied 
by quoting a page-long section from Valgulio's discourse).97 In another 
place Zarlino refers again to what must be the same letter, saying that his 
disciple sent him "a nice discourse by a gentleman of his who is very 

93. Dialogo, p. I05.
94. Mei 10 Galilei, 17 January 1578, in Palisca, Girolamo Mti, p. 140.
95. Zarlino, Sopp/immti musicali, proemio, pp. 5-6.
96. Ibid., IV, 17, p. 172.
97. Ibid., IV, 17, pp. 173-74.
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learned." The gentleman is quoted as saying that .. he never found any 
mention among the ancient writers" of the senario, although "of the Greek 
authors he carefully read fifteen or sixteen, besides many fragments, and 
of the Latin authors as many as he could get.""" The gentleman is obviously 
Mei. The "nice discourse" must have been taken from a letter of Mei. 
perhaps that of 17 January 1578 , where Mei explains that the ancients did 
not recognize any consonances except those later called perfect, all of which 
were determined by multiple or superparticular ratios, but that Ptolemy 
maintained that the diapason-plus-diatessaron should be added. Ptolemy 
did not use such simplistic arguments as the senario or similar trivialities, 
however, Mei added. 99 

These arguments later became the core of the first part of the published 
Dialogo. At the very beginning of this work Galilei reaffirmed his empirical 
stance in a speech put in the mouth of the interlocutor Piero Strozzi: 

Before your Lordship begins to untie the knot of the proposed questions, I 
wish in those things which sensation can reach that authority always be set 
aside (as Aristotle says in the Eighth Book of the Physics), and with it the 
tainted reason that contradicts any perception whatever of truth. For it seems 
to me that those who for the sake of proving some conclusion of theirs want 
us to believe them purely on the basis of authority without adducing any further 
arguments are doing something ridiculous, not to say (with the Philosopher) 
acting like silly fools. This privilege is not conferred on anyone but the most 
wise Pythagoras, to whom you referred a moment ago, by his followers. 100 

Toward the end of his career, in an unpublished response to Zarlino's 
Sopp/imenti of 1588, Galilei reaffirmed his belief in close observation with 
the senses as against the acceptance of authority: 

gl'huomini che come professori 
d'un arte o d'una scienza, non 
sogliono ncllo scriueme 
andarscne presi 
alla grida come fa ii Zarlino. 
ma quando trouano uno scrittore 
chc allega l'autorita d'un altro 
piu di Jui antico, ccrca di uedere 
in fonte quella ta) cosa; et ii 
medesimo si fa quando si scriuono 
cosc udite da gl'amici piu oltre. 
quando anco sono uedute in fontc 
le cose di qual sia scrittore, 

98. Ibid., Ill, 3, p. 93.
99. Palisca, Girolamo Mti, p. 138.
100. Dialogo, p. 2.

men who profess 
an art or a science do not 
in writing about 
it go off half 
cocked as does Zarlino. 
But when they find a writer who 
cites the authority of another more 
ancient than he, they seek to get 
to the bottom of the thing, and 
even more when writing 
about matters heard from friends. 
When someone has seen to the bottom 
of the things of any author who 
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chc tr:mi pc:ro di qudlc cosc uc:us of m;mcrs that 
chc sono postc al scnso; si arc subject to sensation, he 
c:saminano s'dlc sono ucrc, o no; examines whether they arc true or 
ct dopo hauerc rccitato le ope- not, and after reporting their 
nioni loro ct conosciuto realmmtc opinions and recognizing that 
ch'ellc non passano per qud ucrso they do not truly pass muster 
gli si agiugnc ii parcrc suo con he adds his own opinion with 
quclla modcstia chc conuicnc. '"' all due modesty. 

Galilci gives several examples of Zarlino's lapses from this method, of 
which two are of particular interest. One is the case of the ratios of the 
octave in pipt.-s. Zarlino says that they follow the same rule as strings, namely 
that a pipe of half the length of another will sound an octave higher than 
the first. 1112 They must be of the same width and thickness also, Galilci 
objects. Zarlino should have experimented (esperimentato) first, which would 
have been \"cry easy to do. Even though Aristotle makes the same mistake, ioJ 

Zarlino, a musician, is not so easily excused. Similarly Plutarch says that 
weights attached to strings produce an octave when they arc in duple pro
portion. uM This is false, Galilei maintains, for they have to be in quadruple 

• IOS proportion.
At what point in his career Galilci developed the laws governing the 

numerical proportions obtained by measuring the dimensions of different 
types of sounding bodies-strings, pipes, disks, bells -is not documented. 
He first revealed some of his findings in the Discorso i,itomo all'opere di messer 
Gioseffo Zarli,io da Cl,ioggia of 1589. At the time he wrote the Dialogo he 
was still unaware of the fact that different ratios could determine the same 
consonances, depending on whether one measured a length, a surface, a 
volume, or the tension of a string. In the Dialogo his differences with Zarlino 
on m.mers of speculative music had revolved mainly around the definition 
of the tuning currently sung and played. Obviously unaware of Benedetti's 
critique, Galilei approached the problem in a more conventional manner. 
Benedetti had analyzed what would happen if punctiliously accurate singers 
continually adjusted their pitch to each other to maintain at all times the 
consonances of the simple ratios, both in simultaneous chords and in leaps. 
It would have been virtually impossible to find four singers capable of doing 
this; so his findings are true only in an ideal sense. Nevertheless, his analysis 
shows conclusively that if singers kept to the ideal consonances, their ref-

IOI. Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, MS Galilei 5, fol. 42r. 
102. Sopplimmti musicoli, II. 13, p. 68. 
103. Prob/mu 19.50.922b-9?_3a. 
104. Plutarch. Dr onimo prom111io11r in Timro, in Mor111i11 1021; Zarlino, Sopplimmti, II, 13, 

p. 68.
105. MS Galilei 5. fol. t 13r-v. 
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erence pitch would be constantly changing. something that Zarlino. had he 
considered it, would have found totally unacceptable. 

Galilei's approach was more static. He pointed that if all the intervals in 
the gamut of notes normally used were calculated on the basis of the syntonic 
diatonic as a stationary tuning laid out on a monochord, an excessive number 
of the perfect and imperfect consonances would be intolerably out of tune. 
The minor third d-f (32:27), he shows, is not the same as e-g (6:5), nor is 
the major third a-cs' (81:64) the same as c'-e' (5:4). The fourth a-d' (27:20) 
and the fifth d-a (40:27) are out of tune. These are some of the most common 
of the troublesome consonances. Galilei names many more. 111'' The practic
ing musicians of his day, Galilei's observations showed him, did not adhere 
to any of the diatonic species described by the ancient authors. They mixed, 
without knowing it, the intense diatonic of Aristoxenus-an equal tem
perament-and the tunings Ptolemy called diatonic ditoniaion and diatonic 
syntonon. The viola d'arco, the lute, and the fretted lyra play the intense 
diatonic of Aristoxenus, which has equal semitones. The organ, harpsi
chord, and harp use two unequal semitones. Transverse flutes, cometti, and 
similar instruments, in the hands of expert players, adjust to one or another 
species, depending on the situation, and voices do this also. In composing 
and singing, the intervals are formed in a tuning somewhere between the 
diatonic ditoniaion and the diatonic syntonon. Only the octave is found in 
• • 107 its true rauo. 

Galilci later describes the intense diatonic of Aristoxenus in greater detail. 
It is one of six distributions proposed by the ancient author, two of which 
were diatonic, three chromatic, and one enharmonic. Aristoxcnus, Galilei 
explains, divided the diatessaron into sixty "particles" (particelle), assigning 
twelve to the lowest interval of the tetrachord, and twenty-four to each of 
the higher intervals. Actually Aristoxcnus did not divide the diatessaron 
into sixty parts. He spoke of twelfths of a tone, which was equivalent to 
dividing the diatessaron into thirty parts. It was Ptolemy who divided the 
diatessaron into sixty parts in his discussion of Aristoxenus. 1118 Galilei had 
an Italian translation of Gogava's Latin of Aristoxenus, but he must not 
have looked up this passage. IOII The error does not affect the result, however. 

106. Diologo pp. 9-19 is mainly given ovn to calculating the size of these consonances and 
showing their impnaicability. The other intervals, both smalln and largn. are also considered 
in the preceding or subsequent pages. 

107. Ibid., pp. 30-31. 
!Oil. Honnonics 1.12. 
109. The tnnsbtion is in Florence, Biblioteca Nuionale Cmtrale, MS Galilci 8. On the 

basis of watermarks it seems 10 date from the fint half of the 1570's. Approximately the same 
watermark is on fol. 38r, for example, as on letten of Giorgio Banoli from 1572 to 1574 in 
Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, MS 2438-bis, vol. Ill, and his translation of Bocthius, Flor-
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All the semitones in this sytem are equal and have half as many particles 
as the whole tones. The result is an equal division, but a purely theoretical 
one, since Aristoxenus did not propose any arithmetical. geometrical, or 
other practical means to achieve it. Galilei did not at this time recommend 
this tuning, except for fretted string instruments, although he became pro
ponent of its more general application years later. 

Zarlino's reply to his "discepolo" was erudite, full of elaborate logical 
and rhetorical constructions, though exceedingly repetitious; it hardly con
ceded a single point. Zarlino was deeply affected by what Galilei wrote, 
nevertheless; indeed, he embraced some of his pupil's ideas while appearing 
to reject them. The cornerstone of Zarlino's defense was the distinction 
between natural and artificial music making. Voices are natural instruments; 
all others are artificial. Voices use natural intervals and consonances; in
struments must be content with those produced by art. Whatever is pro
duced by nature is superior. Zarlino reaffirms his faith in the syntonic 
diatonic, but now the justification is not simply numerology, as in the 
lstitutioni, but also philosophic truth. 

The forms of the consonances and other intervals that we use in our times in 
vocal and natural compositions arc not products of art nor inventions of man 
but primarily of nature itself. collocated and registered among many things 
and especially among the parts of the perfect number, which is the scnario, as 
I declared in the lstitutioni, in which they find their true forms. They arc then 
ordered and rediscovered by art in the species that I call and shall always call 
natural, named syntonic diatonic by Ptolemy. 110 

Zarlino had to admit the "imperfections" that arose in the syntonic diatonic, 
but voices, being natural and completely flexible, could steer the harmony 
to a good consonance when an impure one would result from following 
the preordained tuning system. 111 The object of musical science is to defend
and demonstrate the natural canon or monochord. The proof of this thesis 
leads Zarlino into a lengthy survey of the quarrels between the Pythagoreans 
and Aristoxenians. Some of this is of great interest from the point of view 
of the penetration of humanism into music theory. Zarlino shows that 
toward the end of his life he read quite extensively in Aristoxenus, Ptolemy. 
and Porphyry, as well as in other ancient authors. The contents of the 
Sopplimenti substantiates the claim made in the first chapter: 

mce, Bibliotcca Nuionale Caurale, MS Magi. XIX.75, finished in 1579. Banoli was the 
copyist of the only existing manuscript of the Md letters, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS 
Reg. lat. 2021. 

110. Sopplimt111i mKSiuli, I. I. p. 8. 
111. Ibid., IV, 6-7, pp. 141-46. 
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I have not failed to see .md read all 1hose writers, Greek as well as Latin, that 
I have been able to get my hands on who treat of musical matters, as among 
the Greeks arc Aristoxcnus. Euclid fi.e .. Clconides), Nicomachus. Ptolemy, 
Aristides Quintilianus, Emmanuel Brycnnius, Gaudentius the philosopher, 
Bacchius, Pscllus, and Alypius. together with some other writings that are 
incomplete and by other anonymous authors, although the majority of the 
exemplars arc (I lament ovc:r this). partly because of antiquity. partly because 
of the: ignorance of the scribes, imperfect and incorrect. But of the Latins I 
have not missed seeing and reading many many, some printed. and some 
handwritcn, among them Boethius, the monk Guido of Arezzo, Faber Sto
pulense fsic), Franchino Gaffurio of Lodi, Lodovico Fogliano of Modena, Gla
rcan, and many others of the best who have written in this discipline:, from 
whom I have learned many things. u: 

Stimulated apparently by reading Valgulio, Zarlino surveyed ancient 
opinion on the question of whether pitch differences reside in quantities or 
qualities. The authors he reviews are Archytas, Ptolemy, Aristotle, Theo
phrastus, Panaetius, Plutarch, and Porphyry, to each of whom he dedicates 
a separate chapter. i u In the course of this he interpolates many opinions of 
his own, so that it is not always easy to pick out those of the ancient authors. 
He finally decides for the view of Porphyry, that pitch difference is both a 
quality and a quantity. 

Zarlino's Sopplime,iti is too rich a book to do justice to here. It is an 
eloquent testimony to the diffusion of ancient learning. Much of the eru
dition exchanged in letters and esoteric discourses earlier in the century has 
now become common property. Zarlino does not pass up any opportunity 
to cite an ancient Greek, Hebrew, or Latin author, quoting him, when he 
does, in the original language. Some of Zarlino's uses of antiquity are 
apropos, but much of the time he shows an indifference to the context, 
and, indeed, a certain contempt for what must have seemed to him the 
primitive ends and means of ancient music. 

Galilei did not delay long in replying in print. The letter of dedication, 
to Zarlino, of his Discorso intomo all'opere di ... Zarlino (Florence, 1589) is 
dated the last day of August 1588. Galilei challenged the idea that some 
intervals are natural, others artificial. To him all musical intervals were 
equally natural, whether their ratios were within or outside the senario. 
"The third contained in the 81:64 ratio is as natural as that in the 5:4 ratio. 
For the seventh to be dissonant in the 9:5 ratio is as natural as for the octave 
to be consonant in the 2: 1 ratio." Sounds produced by instruments are as 

112. Ibid .. I, I, pp. 7-8. Among the anonymous authors Zarlino probably numbered the
Bcllcnnann-Najock anonymi. Compare this list with his reading before the lslitutioni or 1558. 
p. 245, above.

113. Ibid., II. 7-15, pp. 57-74.
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natural as those made by voices. for in both cases the material from which 
the sounds are made is natural. m Art is not necessarily inferior to nature. 
In those things that art can do and nature cannot, art is superior. In those 
things that nature can do and art cannot, art is inferior. Art and nature are 
both efficient causes. In making artificial things nature cannot rival art; nor 
can art rival nature in making natural things. Art, however, can improve 
on nature. Painting can represent not only natural and artificial things but 
also anything that it is possible to imagine. It can surpass nature in providing 
the eye with everything it can desire in the way of excellence of line and 
color. 115 

In replying to Galilei's inventory of the variety of poor-sounding intervals 
occurring in the syntonic, Zarlino t0ok refuge, as we saw, in the flexibility 
of voices and their ability to seek out the best consonances. Galilei was thus 
forced to point out that if voices departed from the established intervals of 
the syntonic to seek better sounding consonances, they were no longer 
following the syntonic. Galilei proceeds to show in a manner perhaps in
spired by Benedetti what happens when voices adjust to each other and 
converge on a just consonance. "We have two parts that sing this interval 
C-c. Then we make the lower part ascend by a fifth to G, and the upper
part by a tone to d, this tone being a whole 9:8. I demonstrate this as
follows: between C and G is a fifth, and from the same G to c is a fourth,
which will become a fifth every time it is augmented by 9:8, by which the
upper part will have risen. "116 This may be represented as in Figure 10.11,
example a.

Galilei then goes on to describe a progression by a 9:8 tone in the upper 
part that would lead to a tenth (an octave plus the 81:64 proportion), an 
unpleasant "dissonance" (example b). The singers would, therefore, aim 
for a tone smaller than 9:8. Galilei describes two further progressions (ex
amples c and d) that cause diverse whole tones, but he does not provide 
the calculations (given in brackets in the example). Moreover there are three 
sizes of semitones: 16:15 in going from a major third to a fourth, 135:128 
from a major third to a tritone, and 25:24 from a major to a minor third. 
Although this discussion would appear to confirm Zarlino's view, Galilei 
insists that it does not, since the repetition or alternation of the two sizes 
of semitones depends on the piece and not on the distribution of the syntonic 
diatonic. He recognizes, further, the phenomenon pointed out by Benedetti: 
"According to whether more major or minor [tones) have occurred in the 
piece, ascending or descending, the singers will find at the end of it to have 

114. Galilci, Dim,rso, pp. 92-94.
115. Ibid., p. 78.
116. Ibid .• p. 119. 
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Demonstration of the variety of whole tones, from Galilei, Discorso, pp. 119, t 22 

raise
.
d or l��ered the steps from the intonation of the beginning. " 117 Were

Zarlmo w1lhng to accept these facts and abandon his chimerical "natural" 
and "artificial," Galilei confesses, he would concede that the genre "that 
we sing today agrees more with the very syntonic of Ptolemy than with 
any other distribution. "118 

Subjecting Zarlino's theories to a thoughtful review was in itself an im
portant undertaking. (The arrogance of some passages was, to be sure, 
regrettable.) But even more significant were some revelations that Galilei 
buried in the dense prose-never relieved by a paragraph break-of this 
discourse. After spending several pages praising the ancient music theorists 
- Pythagoras, Didymus, Ptolemy, and Aristoxenus-Galilei comes to the
account of Pythagoras and the hammers related by Boethius on the basis
of the testimony of Macrobius:

In this connection I wish to point out two false opinions of which men have 
been persuaded by various writings and which I myself shared until I ascertained 
the truth by means of experiment, the teacher of all things. They believe that 
the weights Pythagoras attached to the strings, better to hear the consonances, 
were the same as those of the hammers from which he first heard them. NQw 
that this could not in any way be so, experiment, as I said, demonstrates. for 
if someone wished to hear from two strings of equal length, thickness, and 
qu�lity, the s?und of the diap�son, it would be necessary for him to suspend
weights, not m the duple but m the quadruple proportion. The diapente will 
be heard every rime that from the same strings arc hung weights in the 9:4 
proportion, the diatessaron when in the 16:9 proportion, and the 9:8 tone when 
in the 81 :64 proportion .... It is not true, therefore (and this is the other fallacy) 
that the consonances cannot be obtained through other genres of ratios than 
the multiple and superparticular. "" 

117. Ibid., p. 121. 
118. Ibid, pp. 124-25. D. P. Walker has quite righdy norcd this vinual agreement of rhc 

two polemicists and has some interesting reflections on this controversy in Studits in Musical
Scimtt, pp. 14-26. 

119. Discorso, pp. 103-04. 
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Galilei goes on to say that in pipes (cant1e) the diapason will be obtained 
"whenever the length and the void (vacuo), or shall we say diameter, of the 
lower pipe is double that of the higher, "120 the diapente when the two are 
in the sesquialteral proportion, and the diatessaron when they are in the 
sesquitertian ratio. Thus, he concludes, the volumes correspond to a cube, 
weights suspended from strings to a surface, and strings simply stretched 
to a line. These last remarks are somewhat cryptic, but Galilei later clarified 
them in an essay entitled "A Particular Discourse Concerning the Diversity 
of the Ratios of the Octave," of around 1589-90, in which he reported on 
experiments with strings of different materials, with weights attached to 
strings, and with coins and pipes. The octave, Galilei concludes, may be 
obtained through three different ratios: 2: 1 in terms of string lengths, which 
corresponds to linear measurement; 4:1 in terms of weights attached to 
strings, which is analogous to area or surface measurements; and 8: 1 in 
terms of volumes of concave bodies like organ pipes, which corresponds 
to cubic measurements. 121 

Galilei was the first to reveal the falsity of the famous story about Py
thagoras that had been repeated in almost every book about music. Of the 
observations Pythagoras was said to have made, only that of the division 
of the string can have been true. Only in that circumstance would the 
traditional ratios hold. In pipes, if length alone were measured, these num
bers would be approximately correct. 122 Galilei's laws for the correspond
ence between ratios of consonances and various physical measurements 
themselves needed to be refined. The behavior of volumes of air is partic
ularly complex, though Galilei's formula is a good approximation. 

Galilei's discovery that a variety of ratios could cause consonances, even 
superpartient proportions such as 9:4 and 16:9, was a fatal blow to numer
ology in general and the senario in particular. It is true that Vincenzo's son, 
Galileo, was to restore the traditional numbers by showing that frequencies 
are the real cause of pitch differences and that they vary inversely with string 
lengths. We have seen that Benedetti adumbrated this theory but brought 
forth no experimental proof. Until this new theory of frequencies was firmly 

120. Ibid., p. 105. 
121. "Discorso panicolarc intomo alla diversita ddle forme dd diapason," Flormce, Bi

blioteca Nazionale Cmtrale, MS Galilci 3. fols. 44r-54v. Furrhcr on this essay sec: Palisca. 
"Scientific Empiricism in Musical Thought," pp. 129-30. lam planning to publish editions 
and translations ofGalilci's scientific essays in a forthcoming volume of the Yale Music Theory 
Translation Series called Dc,cumtnts c,f tht FIC>rtntint Camtrata. 

122. An anonymous author, probably of the fifteenth century, in Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, MS Barb. lat. 283, fols. 37 ff., shows that with pipes one must consider not only 
iength but diameter also. He also makes some observations about cymbals and acoustical 
properties of various materials, but he mainuins that weights attached to· strings will give the 
consonances when in the usual proportions. 
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established there was no reason to favor the duple ratio for the octave over 
the quadruple, or 3:2 for the fifth over 9:4. 

Perhaps because Galilei was relieved of the tyranny of numbers, he was 
able to give the first favorable account of the intense diatonic (diatonico 
incitato) of Aristoxenus that is to be found in the theoretical literature. He 
introduces the discussion in the Discorso by saying that he is fulfilling the 
desire of a number of his Aristoxenian friends. The case is first presented 
from a modem point of view. If the tone is divided into two unequal 
semitones, many inconveniences arise: DI is not the same as B; the semi
diapente is larger than the tritone; the major seventh exceeds the diminished 
octave; DI to F is larger than a whole tone; the minor sixth is larger than 
the augmented fifth; and so on. Turning then to the situation in which 
Aristoxenus found himself, Galilei imagined that he must have studied every 
contingency of the two famous distributions then known, that of Pythagoras 
and that ofDidymus, whom Galilei assumed to be older than Aristoxenus. 
In the system of Pythagoras the tone was divided into two unequal semitones 
of which the larger was above the smaller; in that of Didymus the reverse 
was true. In the Pythagorean system the tritone was equal to the semidi
apente; in that of Didymus the tritone was larger than the semidiapente. 
Aristoxenus resolved that there should be only one semitone, the true half 
of the tone, and thus six tones or twelve semitones in the octave. The 
remaining intervals were built up from these, so that the minor second 
contained one semitone, the major second two, the minor third three, and 
so on. The uniform semitone permitted every interval to be measured 
exactly, just as one measures weight with the pound of twelve ounces. 
Galilei then sums up the advantages of this system with these words: 

No demonstrable distribution besides this one can be found among stable steps 
that is simpler and more perfect and more powerful, whether played or sung. 
or in which what part of the whole each interval comprises can be compre
hended exactly by the sense with as great facility and clarity as could be desired. 
For the subject of music, which is vocal and instrumental sound, is a continuous 
and not discrete quantity. 121 

Unlike discrete quantities, which are numbers, continuous quantities can 
be infinitely divided without running into the difficulties that arise with 
ratios. One of the benefits of this division is that the tritone and semidi
apente, being equal, rise to a new special category of perfect dissonance. 
Like the perfect consonances, of which there is only one form (rather than 
major and minor), the tritone-diminished fifth has a single size. 124 

Galilei saw nothing outrageous in Aristoxenus' reasoning, as others had, 

123. Discono, p. 113.

124. Ibid., pp. 115-17. 
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Figure 10.12. 

Demonstr3tion of the need for cqu3l temperament, from Galilei, Discorso intonio 
all'11nisot1", Florence, BibliotcC3 Nazionalc Ccntrale, MS G3lilei 3. fol. 6lr 

(bulines added) 

possibly because as a lutanist he had experienced equal division in tuning 
his lute, in which accurate quantitative measurement did not enter. The 
octave in the lute and viol consisted of five whole tones and two semitones. 
In another of his last essays, the unpublished "Discorso particolarc intorno 
all'unisono" of around 1590, he proposed that equal temperament was a 
necessary compromise for all instrumental music, not only that of lutes and 
viols. To prove his point he devised a short musical example that could be 
played flawlessly only by instruments tuned to the "intense diatonic" of 
Aristoxenus (Figure 10.12). 125 

Having given this defense of the Aristoxenian system, Galilei could not, 
however, claim that it is the tuning currently sung, because the ear preferred 
the fifth, for example, in its sesquialteral form. Experienced singers would 
always seek the most perfect intervals possible, but it was not feasible to 
describe or demonstrate with numbers the system that they used in poly
phonic music. In an aside he reflects that it is just as difficult to regulate 
and make proportional through stable canons the movements of the celestial 
bodies, and with cosmic irony Galilei adds, "and this may be a good part 

125. "Discorso particolarc intomo all'unisono," Florence. Bibliorcca Nazionalc Ccnnalc,
MS Galilci 3, fols. 5Sr-61v. 
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of the congruence that Pythagoras judged there was between the celestial 
and human harmony," as if to say that what the heavens and human har
mony. including polyphonic singing. have in common is a lack of stable 
proportion. In short, Pythagorean universal harmony is not truly. only 
wishfully. harmonious. 

It is no coincidence that the three men who laid the foundations for 
modern acoustics. Fracastoro, Benedetti. and Galilei. were all ardent stu
dents of ancient learning. Before attempting new solutions, it was reasonable 
to search first in the ancient writers who were dedicated to investigating 
the truth of physical phenomena. These ancient writers were mainly in the 
Aristotelian tradition, and it was there that all three modern investigators 
found preparatory explorations of the questions they posed. They were able 
to modify and sometimes overturn the Aristotelian solutions through re
flecting upon sense experience, real experiments, and thought experiments. 
But what they could discover by these efforts was only a beginning. The 
definitive mathematical and experimental work on these problems was to 
occupy a host of others in the seventeenth century: Galileo, Beeckman, 
Francis Bacon, Mersenne, Euler, Christian Huyghens. Kepler, Newton, 
Stevin, Wallis. and Sauveur, among others. 1
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126. Sc:c Sigalia Dostrovsky's essay on the history of acoustics in Gt"sc/1icl1tt' Jr, .\l11sik1l11wir, 
VI. in press. 




